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THE NORTHUMBERLAND FUSILIERS

SEVENTEEN MONTHS IN THE WESTERN DESERT

HOW THE "FIGHTING FIFTH” SAVED THE DAY AT EL DUDA

The beginning of the war found the Royal Northumberland Fusiliers building

defences on the Egyptian frontier at Mersa Matruh. From then until the break-

out of the garrison from Tobruk in November, 1941, the famous "Fighting Fifth"

were in the thick of the fighting in the Libyan desert.

On November 25th, 1941, the troops from Tobruk attacked El Duda. That
ridge of rock and sand dominates a wide expanse of desolate country. So long
as it was hold by the enemy the garrison could not join hands firmly with the

field army advancing to the relief of the fortress. British tanks dashed

across most difficult ground against a stubborn defence. As they reached the

crest of the rise they were met by intense fire from a large number of guns of

all descriptions; the fire was so heavy that it was doubtful for a moment

whether the brigade could maintain its hold on the position.

V.C, FOR CAPT. JACKMAN

At the critical moment the fortunes of a desperately hard fought battle

were turned by the gallantry of a machine gun company of the Fifth. The tanks

had slowed to "hull-down" positions and were trying to subdue the fire from

German anti-tank guns on the flank and rows of batteries along their front.

Following Captain J.J.B. Jackman, the Fifth rushed their trucks up the ridge

and brought their machine guns into action on the threatened right flank

" as calmly as though they were on manoeuvres". Next, taking the only road,

the Fifth drove across the front between the British tanks and the German

and secured the left flank also. Captain Jackman stood up in the front of the

first truck and directed the movement unperturbed by a tornado of fire. His
leadership made certain the capture of El Duda and won him the V.C.

"Most of the tank commanders" said the announcement of the award,

"saw him, and his exemplary devotion to duty regardless of danger

not only inspired his own men but clinched the determination of tank

crews never to relinquish the position which they had gained. Throughout

he coolly directed the guns to positions and indicated targets to them

and at that time seemed to bear a charmed life, but later he was

while still inspiring everyone with the greatest confidence by his bearing".

ITALIANS AMBUSHED

Between the first weeks of the war and the decisive action at the end of

November last the Northumberland Fusiliers saw much hard service. Their first

brush with the enemy came during the night patrols in the frontier region when a

few British troops by their tireless daring kept fare, more numerous Italian

forces uneasily on the alert. Near Fort Capuzzo Italian working parties heading
back to camp were caught in an ambush by the machine gunners of the Fifth.

A little later a string of ten-ton lorries carrying enemy infantry were caught
in an ambush by a rear-guard of the battalion. The machine guns had been

cunningly placed by-a platoon commander who on a previous reconnaissance had

made a note of a stretch of desert exactly suited to his purpose. A well defined

track ran through a wide expanse of salt marsh which prevented the diversion

of vehicles to either side. Unsuspectingly the Italians drove straight ahead,
to be held at 2,000 yards distance in a blast of British fire. For five minutes

they tried to pass on; then they fled, leaving behind damaged lorries and dead and

wounded men.
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On December 7th word went round that a desert exercise had been ordered.
At night the Fifth marched westwards with full battle kit and four days supply
of rations and water. By evening one company was outside the Italian defences

of Maktila. At the same time the rest of the battalion was approaching Tumar

East and Tumar West, two other Italian strongholds. The assault on Maktila

was launched at dawn: one platoon of the Fifth, having completed its task of

giving covering fire, mounted its truck and drove after the advancing infantry.
With them it went in with the bayonet. The bag at Maktila was 7,000 prisoners.

CHASING THE ITALIANS

Bardia and Tobruk are the next names in the Northcountryman 's record.
Attached to Australian Division they were in the forefront of the storm of the

first named place. Their leading platoon put down its machine guns on open

ground and at a range of 800 yards wiped out an enemy field battery. One

Fusilier, although wounded, continued to fire his gun until he grew too weak

to do so any longer. He consented to go to a dressing station when he was no

longer able to stand.

In the desert outside Tobruk the Fifth Fusiliers took part in a full-dress

rehearsal of the attack. The careful study of every detail contributed not a

little to the capture in less than two days of a fortress which afterwards when

the roles were reversed held out for seven months and was unconquered in the end.

TRACKS LIKE SKATING RINKS

From Tobruk to Derna, from Derna to Barce, Benina, Benghazi and Soluch the

Fifth pursued the Italians. Except at Benghazi the resistance was half hearted.

The chief difficulties were those of transport and supply. Cold and vet changedw

the tracks into "skating rinks" as one driver called and vehicles which

had been built for dry, sandy country plunged and skidded over soggy ground on

wheels whose tyres failed to grip.

Rounding up fantastic numbers of prisoners - at Soluch one company found

it had 7,000 on its hands - was all in the day's work. What the Fifth prided

itself upon was its success in keeping its motor transport in running order.

An example of good work was the repair of a 15 cwt. truck which had been bombed
and raked with machine gun fire from the air. Both chassis and engine were

damaged. Three Fusiliers towed it first to company headquarters and afterwards to
a field workshop of the Royal Army Ordnance Corps. Within six hours it was

patched up and back again in use.

At Benghazi the whole battalion set to work to overhaul all its behicles.

Several days of unceasing labour by tired men on trucks and lorries caked

clay and sand were soon to be amply rewarded. Often during the withdrawl which
ended the first Libyan campaign the Fifth escaped from tight corners because their

lorries were in first class condition, so far as such a thing is possible in the

desert after months of hard campaigning.

ON FOOT IN THE DESERT

Where the Axis counter-offensive started, the Fifth were holding the

farthest positions reached by the British advance. One company was
120 miles

beyond Benghazi. On that company the fury fell without warning. Unshaken by

the hopeless odds the Fifth fought on and held up large armoured forces during

precious hours. Many men were killed, some were taken prisoner, others

scattered into the desert still defiant and ultimately found their way back to
Tobruk or the Egyptian frontier.

One company gave up its trucks for what was judged in that moment of

supreme danger a more imperious need and marched off to fight its way back it

could on foot. Discipline and ingenuity saved it. Somehow it extracted from

the mass of transport which the Italians had abandoned a sufficient number of

vehicles which could be coaxed into movement.

GERMANS AND ITALIANS FIRE ON EACH OTHER

Many times during the next two weeks the Fifth turned to hit back it the

German tanks, their machine guns holding up the enemy while the methodical-

withdrawal of other British troops went on. On the escarpment overlooking Barce
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German and Italian forces approached from different directions. Deceived by the

fading light they opened fire on one another. The Fifth lay low and "kept on

saying nuffin" until the battle began to die down. Then they too joined in and

rakedboth Axis partners.

TAKEN OFF BY BOAT

At Derna again a rearguard of the Fifth held off enemy tanks in a hard fought
action at about 500 yards range. A party who were left behind in the town made

their way to the shore, and, using a blanket, "flagged" a mine-sweeper. Taken
off by the boat which was sent to their rescue they were landed at Tobruk and

there rejoined the battalion.

Into Tobruk the Fifth marched, last of the garrison which was to hold it

through the historic siege. As they passed over them the bridges on the

approaches to the fortress were blown up and at once the Northcountry machine

gunners took position to drive off any enemy detachments who might attempt to

repair the demolitions.

In the succeeding months the Fifth were given the task of supporting the whole

30 mile perimeter. At different times over 60 positions were dug from which to

carry out night shoots.

DEPENDING TOBRUK

About a fortnight after their arrival they played a chief part in beating off

two large scale attacks. In the, second of these attacks the enemy penetrated

right into the positions held by one company of the Fifth. There was a sand storm

blowing at the time and the fighting became very confused. One officer seeing

some men digging about a hundred yards away, mistook them for our own troops and

went to see what they were doing. Not until he got up to them did he discover

that they were the enemy. Only the stubborn resistance of the Fifth eventually
restored the situation.

During the siege the battalion worked ceaselessly. Continually it moved

guns forward for sniping tasks by day, and harassing tasks by night. Nearly every

change of position had to be carried out in the dark and every track passed,

through one minefield or more . In spite of this the Fusiliers' training was of

such a high standard that they had no accident going through the minefields and

they acquired a far greater knowledge of all the Tobruk tracks than any
other unit

of the garrison.

DESERT COMFORTS

Towards the end of the investment there was a shortage of motor transport.

While large numbers of vehicles had been lost through enemy action and wear and

tear, no replacements had been brought in. Many spare parts were unobtainable.

Defying such difficulties the Fifth kept one of their companies fully mechanised

with the original vehicles that had been running under the worst active service

conditions for a full year.

No troops in Tobruk were as good at making themselves comfortable under

adverse circumstances as were the Fifth; no matter how small their dug-outs,

they always managed to improvise some furniture, For months they had to wash

their clothes, in salt water whenever they had time to spare, but even so they

were always well turned out,

THE BREAK-OUT FROM TOBRUK

On the 20th of November the drive out of Tobruk began. Every unit which

took part in the break out received full support from the Fifth, That meant

constant ferrying with severely limited transport. The drivers had to go

backwards and forwards under very heavy shell fire and yet they never failed, and

all moves were successfully carried out.

For three weeks the corridor established between the Tobruk perimeter and the

El Duda hill was held in the face of repeated enemy efforts and time and again
counter attacks were broken up by their machine gunners. It was during the

heaviest of the El Duda fighting that Captain Jackman won the Victoria

Cross, which was awarded to him posthumously.
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BACK TO CAIRO

When the siege of Tobruk had been raised, the Fighting Fifth were the

first unit to be movedback for a well earned rest near Cairo. They had

established a record of continuous war service in the western desert which

has not been equalled by any other unit - 17 months, nearly all in close

contact with the enemy. The Commanding Officer of the battalion, was

awardedthe D.S.O.

In a letter written while the final battle was still undecided; the

C.O. paid this tribute to his men:

"Nothing has lowered their spirit. They have lived under appalling

conditions. Only once in 8 months have we had fresh meat, never vegetables.
No washing facilities and rationed water. In the summer it was, sticky and

always intermittent sand-storms, which filled our lungs, clogged our eyes and

numbed our brains. Men and officers have seldom had a "night in bed" which

means continuous sleep in a slit. In our rear areas, especially we have

undergone continuous and intensive bombing and in the early days ground

straffing as well.

"The men never relaxed, never complained and always kept their high
standards and their sense of humour. Practically all were pinned tothe

ground, all day with no movement possible. By night we fed and dug and worked

and planned. A few months ago after the worst had gone, I was able to get

men out for two nights a month by the
sea, which made a tremendous difference.

Before they left, the Australian Medical Officer tried, to make out we were

not fit, and after seeing the men said we would not get our second wind, We

laughed. That is the background to our attack. Fresh troops arrived, and

joined us. For reasons I can’t go into we could’ only prepare a limited part

of our battalion for the future. In the end we all took part and nearly all

ahead of anyone else, We have struck our first attacking blow and have done,

all and more than all that was asked."

AUSTRALIANS’ PRAISE

An equal compliment came from another source. One day this year a party

of Australians pounced on a Northuumberland Fusilier in a Cairo street and

dragged him in to a bar to have a drink with them. They did, not know him but

that left them quite untroubled, "Any chap of the Northumberland Fusiliers

is a friend of ours" they declared, "They’re the damnedest, finest fighting

men we ’ev ever seen anywhere, any time. Just you show us a chap with the

Northumberland Fusilier badge walking down the street and we’re his friends

for life."

WAR OFFICE
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